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ABSTRACT 

Sentiment Analysis is an ongoing field of research in text 

mining, especially in the area of Bangla language as there are 

few research works done in this particular sector. In general, 

sentiment classification means the analysis to determine the 

expression of a speaker whether he or she holds a positive or 

negative opinion to a specific subject on a given text. It is 

consider the information in a text at the document, and extract 

unique feature/aspect level whether the given query holds an 

expression of positive, negative or neutral. In this process of 

retrieving information of a document the author use Tf.Idf 

(term frequency–inverse document frequency) to come out a 

better solution and give more accurate result by extracting 

different feature of a positive, negative or neutral word of 

sentiment analysis in particular view of Bangla text. The 

author calculate the total positivity, negativity of sentence or 

document with respect to total sense. Sufficient example and 

experiment are presented to describe the feature extraction of 

sentiment that it‘s found in this methodology.   

General Terms 

Machine learning, Bangla text analysis 

Keywords 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Sentiment analysis is a very large area of Natural Language 

Processing system. It is the process of determining whether a 

piece of writing is positive, negative or neutral. It‘s also 

known as opinion mining, deriving the opinion or attitude of a 

speaker. A common use case for this technology is to discover 

how people feel about a particular topic. It is an important 

application of natural language processing, computational 

linguistics, and text analytics to identify and extract subjective 

information in source materials [1]. The advantages of 

sentiment analysis in the modern era is to come out a straight 

decision of users review on a product, comments, blogs and 

other articles in online journal, facebook, twitter, blogs and 

websites. 

Bangla (one of the important Indo-Iranian languages) is the 

sixth-most popular in the world and spoken by a population 

that now exceeds 250 million. It is the primary language in 

Bangladesh and second language in India [2]-[4]. Lots of 

research on sentiment analysis has been done on different 

languages such as English (Picard et al., 2011; Sebastiani, 

2002; Lu, Liu, & Zhang, 2006), Chinese (Zhanget al. 2011), 

Urdu (Sayed et al. 2011) etc. But in contrary, there are many 

few research work done on Bangla language over the the last 

few years due to its lack of recourses and complexity of 

Bangla language. 

Detecting sentiment is a very difficult task in Bangla 

language. In this process the main task of sentiment analysis 

is to determine the positivity/negativity/neutral expression on 

a given Bangla text with respect to some document of training 

data. In Bangla the possible example of sentiment analysis is-  

Positive sentence: আমভ বালরা আমি। in this sentence the 

positive word is বালরা. Position of word 2nd and feature of 

this word is ‗ব‘ ‗াা‘ ‗োাা‘ ‗র‘ (starting letter- ব, ending letter- 

র) 

Negative sentence: ো ঔাযা িাত্র। in this sentence the positive 

word is ঔাযা. Position of word 2nd and feature of word is- 

‗ঔ‘   ‗াা‘ ‗য‘ ‗াা‘ ‗‘ (starting letter ঔ, ending letter- )  

Neutral Word: ো বার িাত্র মওন্তু ো মযশ্রভী না in this sentence 

the word মওন্তু neutralizes the sentence, so it do not get any 

exact information to differentiate the sentence whether it is 

positive or negative.  

The fundamental task in sentiment analysis is classifying the 

sentimental state of a Bangla text in a given document 

whether the expressed opinion in a document is positive, 

negative, or neutral (Shaikh et al., 2007).Here it is suggested 

TF.IDF (Term frequency-inverse document frequency) 

searching model in the area of text mining process. It is a way 

to score the importance of words (or ―terms‖) in a document 

based on how frequently they appear across multiple 

documents. In this research on Bangla language they use some 

document of training data to search the possibility of given 

query in a document and extract a unique feature to give an 

output of positive, negative or neutral review of the text. 

2. RELATED WORKS 
The method that it use and extract a feature of positive, 

negative, neutral words have not been suggested in the last 

few research of Bangla language processing, so far the authors 

know. Although there are some Researchers have expressed 

their interest in Bengali text and there are many publications 

based on sentiment analysis with data resources from various 

Bengali corpuses have been published. Das & 

Bandyopadhyay (2010a) presented two different approaches 

for identifying emotion holders from Bengali sentences. In 

this work, first approach, the baseline model, is developed 

based on the combinations of various part-of-speech (POS) 

features extracted from the phrase-based similarities and the 
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second approach, syntactic model, is based on the argument 

structure of the sentences with respect to the verbs [5].  

Most research on opinion analysis has focused on sentiment 

analysis [6], Another research paper describes a method for 

ranking a large list of adjectives according to a subjectivity 

score without resorting to any knowledge-intensive external 

resources (such as lexical databases, parsers or manual 

annotation). The method only requires a list of adjectives to 

be ranked and a small set of ―seeds‖ (manually selected 

subjective adjectives) [7], A novel trainable method that 

statistically combines two indicators of grad ability is 

presented and evaluated, complementing existing automatic 

techniques for assigning orientation labels [8], To determine 

this sentiment polarity, another research paper propose a 

novel machine-learning method that applies text-

categorization techniques to just the subjective portions of the 

document [9], Another method for obtaining opinion-bearing 

words can be used effectively to identify opinion-bearing 

sentences [10]. Review mining [11], customer feedback [12] 

and strength of document orientation [13]. Methods on the 

extraction of opinionated sentences in a structured form can 

be found in [14]. Some machine learning text labeling 

algorithms like Conditional Random Field (CRF) ([15], Some 

research paper authors address the overfitting problem from a 

different perspective, by factoring the CRF distribution into a 

weighted product of individual "expert" CRF distributions. 

The call of this model a logarithmic opinion pool (LOP) of 

CRFs (LOP-CRFs) [16]. Support Vector Machine (SVM) [17] 

have been used to cluster same type of opinions. ‗Reference 

[18]‘ proposed an automatic sentiment detection technique 

using machine learning formula for Bangla text. They also 

discover some important challenges for Bangla language 

processing. Recognizes the emotion of Bangla language using 

a pre-processing technique to retrieve and store the bloggers 

comments on specific topics [3].  

A semi-supervised approach to sentiment classification is 

proposed in [19] to detect the ambiguous and unambiguous 

review via a combination of active learning, transudative 

learning, and ensemble learning. 

3. PROCEDURES AND FEATURE 

ANALYSIS  
Symbolic techniques are currently considered to be outdated, 

and machine learning techniques have proven to be more 

accurate and user-friendly. In this study, the authors will 

employ supervised learning methods. The feature sets and 

supervised classifier employed in the experiments are 

discussed in this process step by step. 

3.1 Collecting Data Set 
The data set used to conduct this paper is the manually 

collected corpus. It is opted to keep the data set quite small, 

consisting of around 1500 short Bangla comment from 

various social sites, since this research is only working with 

Bangla text, it is tried to keep the data set quite simple. Here it 

is ignored mixed sentences, that happens quite a lot with 

Bangla, because the main theme of this experiment to gain 

information from Bangla text. The dataset splited into training 

set and test set, comprising 1400 and 100 sentences 

respectively. 

3.2 Bangla Word Experiments 
Words are the elements that build up any conversation and 

express one‘s sentiment. Some words are key to find the main 

theme of any statement. On this segment of this study, it will 

discuss about some features of words that helped this 

experiment to achieve its goal.  

3.2.1 Most Frequent Words 
Dividing this collected training dataset in two parts, it‘s 

separated positive comments and negative comments. In the 

first stage, the most frequent words of the corpus are gathered 

by using the frequency distribution of the words. The feature 

set consisting of the n-most frequent words in the corpus is a 

simple bag-of-words. Table 1 and following bar chart shows 

20 most frequent words in this data set and the number of 

occurrence of that word in positive or negative sentences. 

Table 1. Total occurrences of experiment in positive 

negative sentence 

Word Total 

occurrence 

In positive 

comments 

In negative 

comments 

না 247 50 197 

ওলয 103 58 45 

আমভ 78 45 33 

লফ 78 57 21 

আভায 61 29 32 

ওযা 56 29 27 

ওযলে 56 31 25 

জনয 54 42 12 

য় 54 27 27 

আয 54 14 40 

অলনও 53 35 18 

বালরা 45 33 12 

এই 44 20 24 

োফম 41 23 18 

োেলও 39 15 24 

 39 29 10 

োনই 38 8 30 

মায় 37 15 22 

এ 37 26 11 

মওিু 35 13 22 
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Figure 1: Top 20 frequently used words from training 

dataset 

From the table and bar chart, it is clear that ―না‖ word is used 

rapidly in the negative comments which is the Bangla 

equivalent of no. The other most frequent words are pronouns 

(i.e. ‗আমভ‘ and ‗আভায‘), verbs (i.e. ‗ওলয‘, ‗লফ‘, ‗ওযা‘, 
‗ওযলে‘, ‗য়‘), adjectives (i.e. ‘অলনও’, ‘ বালরা’, ‘ োফম’), 

conjunctions (i.e. ‗আয‘, ‗‘) etc. There are too many 

variations of words in this experimental data set, and therefore 

this experiment move to find out the most informative words 

among the corpus. 

3.2.2 Starting and Ending Letters 
From collected 750 positive and negative Bangla word this 

research is extracted the starting letter and ending letter and 

they are given below in table 2. 

Table 2. Most frequently used letters in sentiment analysis 

of Bangla language processing in this experiment. 

Bangla 

Letters 

Positive 

starting 

letter 

Negative 

starting 

letter 

Positive 

ending 

letter 

Negative 

ending 

letter 

অ 15 98   

আ 33 18   

ই   10 3 

উ 14 6   

এ    1 

ঐ 1    

   1 1 

  2   

ও 9 43 11 31 

ঔ 8 10 1 3 

ক 4 8 7 4 

খ 2 5   

চ  1 8  1 

ি    1 

জ 4 11 1 1 

ঝ  4   

ঞ   1  

ট   3 15 

ঠ 1  4 2 

ণ   11 11 

ে 7 6 15 56 

ে   3 5 

দ 5 51 7 13 

ধ 3  4 5 

ন 12 25 17 35 

 30 15 1 9 

প 2 2 1 1 

ফ 5 57 3 2 

ব 31 9 4 1 

ভ 27 13 5 9 

ম 3 9 12 14 

য  8 38 39 

র 3 6 8 13 

 10 8 6 11 

ল   5 5 

 71 13 1 5 

 1 10 2 4 

াা   40 57 

মা   15 23 

াী   14 15 

াু   7 3 

োা   26 20 

োাা    3 5 

ৎ    1 1 

য়    15 21 
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3.2.3 Most Informative Words 
Since it know that a frequent word does not necessarily make 

a relevant word for the learners, here it is used Tf-Idf 

classifier to find out which words are more informative. Tf-Idf 

can be successfully used for stop-words filtering in various 

subject fields including text summarization and classification 

[20]. The Term Frequency (TF) counts how many frequent 

each term appears in a document, as following equation- 

 𝑡𝑓  𝑡, 𝑑 = 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡  𝑡 𝜖 𝑑  ……………………..(1) 

And, Document Frequency (DF) counts how many frequent 

each term appears in documents, as following equation- 

 𝑑𝑓  𝑡, 𝐷 = | 𝑑   𝑡 𝜖 𝑑, 𝑑 𝜖 𝐷 | 
……………..…(2) 

Inverse Document Frequent (IDF) is the inverse of the DF. 

IDF checks how many documents have a specific term, and 

assumes that the term is less useful when appears in many 

documents, as following equation- 

 𝑖𝑑𝑓  𝑡, 𝐷 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔
 𝐷 

𝑑𝑓   𝑡 ,𝐷 
 

……………………….(3) 

Finally, The TF.IDF is computed by the combination of the 

TF and the IDF as follows- 

 𝑡𝑓𝑖𝑑𝑓  𝑡, 𝑑, 𝐷 = 𝑡𝑓  𝑡, 𝑑 ∗  𝑖𝑑𝑓  𝑡, 𝐷 ……….(4) 

Where TF is counted number in a document, IDF is log of    
 𝐷 

𝑑𝑓   𝑡 ,𝐷 
  and DF is already explained. After the TF.IDF 

algorithm, the authors can obtain meaningful words from the 

documents and sets of the documents. Table 3 and 4 shows 

words that hold top TF.IDF weight in positive and negative 

sentences. 

Table 3. Top 10 Tf-Idf weight value of positive data set 

No. Word Tf-Idf weight value 

1 ওলয 0.008722615854301763 

2 লফ 0.008572225925779319 

3 না 0.007519496426122209 

4 জনয 0.006316376997942656 

5 অলনও 0.005263647498285546 

6 বালরা 0.004962867641240659 

7 ওযলে 0.0046620877841957705 

8 ওযা 0.004361307927150881 

9 ধনযফাদ 0.004060528070105993 

10 লয়লি 0.0037597482130611046 

Table 4. Top 10 Tf-Idf weight value of negative data set 

No. Word Tf-Idf weight value 

1 না 0.03228895591636539 

2 ওলয 0.007375649828611383 

3 আয 0.006556133180987896 

4 োনই 0.004917099885740922 

5 ওযা 0.00442538989716683 

6 য় 0.00442538989716683 

7 ওযলে 0.004097583238117435 

8 োেলও 0.003933679908592737 

9 োওান 0.00376977657906804 

10 মওিু 0.0036058732495433425 

3.3 Bangla Sentence Analysis 
In this section, the authors will analysis the feature of 

sentence. Here the author discuss about their procedures in 

different situation of sentiment analysis. 

3.3.1 Sentence Length 

Sometimes sentence length plays an important role in text 

classification. Now it is need to count the length of positive 

and negative sentences of this training data set to find out 

some information. Figure 2 shows different lengths of 

sentences and their occurrences. 

 

Figure 2: Number of occurrence vs. Sentence length 

3.3.2 Pattern Analysis 

In this experiment the authors wanted to figure out some 

patterns to understand positive and negative sentences so that 

they can categorize them. Every sentence has unique words, 

but they follow some interesting way of positioning them in 

sentences. After analyzing some data, the authors realized that 

if they take last 4 or in some case more word backward form a 

sentence, they can sort if the sentence is positive or negative. 

Although, it needs proper pos-tagging of words specially 

verbs and having them lemmatized. It also needs a rich 

Bangla positive and negative word collection. This could be 

the future scope of this study. Table 5 and 6 has some 

examples of that realization, the bold words the authors think 

that has an effect of being the sentence is positive or negative. 

Table 5. Bangla positive pattern analysis  

Bangla Positive Sentence Pattern 

আমভ আভায ভে ভাল আছি। Positive word + Verb 
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আমভ আভায জীফলন অলনও অর্জ ন 

করেছি। 
Positive word + Verb 

আমভ জীফলনয প্রমেটি ভূুেত  
ভালবাছি। 

Positive word 

আমভ অলনও শছিশালী। Positive word 

আমভ বালকয ছবশ্বাি কছে। Positive word + Verb 

ফমওিু ঠিক ভয় হর়েরি। Positive word + Verb 

আা ভানলুলও র্াগ্রত করে। Positive word + Verb 

আভায মযফায আভায ফ চায়া 
পনূজ করে। 

Positive word + Verb 

োযা এওটি ুইমভিং ুলর িাাঁতাে 

কাটরি 

Verb 

আভায  আলর ফলচলয় ভাল লারগ Positive word + Verb 

যেন মিলওট োঔরা পিন্দ করে Positive word + Verb 

ূমত ূফত মদলও উরে Verb 

Table 6. Bangla negative pattern analysis 

Bangla Negative Sentence Pattern 

ো ভাল ননই। Positive Word + 

Negation 

আভায াইন্স মপওন পড়রত ভাল 

লারগ না 
Verb + Positive Word + 

Negation 

ো খাোপ িাত্র। Negative Word 

কুকুয মফড়ারলও তাড়া করে না Verb + Negation 

ইন্টাযলনট স্পীড ঔুফ ওভ কম Negative Word 

আমভ এঔন োঔলে চাই না Verb + Negation 

োনমজয এই োওাম্পামনলে কার্ 

করে না 
Verb + Negation 

আমভ োোভায ালে াটলে চাই না Verb + Negation 

ফাচ্চালদয ালে োঔরলে োয ভাল 

লারগ না 
Positive Word + 

Negation 

ো মযশ্রভী না Verb + Negation 

োপালন োফমক্ষন ওো ফরা আভায 

পিন্দ না 
Positive Word + 

Negation 

ফাই নযা়ে ছবচাে পা়ে না Positive Word + 

Negation 

 

4. EVALUATION AND RESULTS 
In order to evaluate the performance of the learning algorithm 

that is used, first use the standard precision and recall to 

measure the positive and negative sentiments for each 

classifier using sets of features. Then it is need to use the 

accuracy metric to compare the overall performance of the 

classifier. Sentiment analysis task can be interpreted as a 

classification task where each classification label represents a 

sentiment. Hence, it define and calculate the four metrics for 

each label (positive and negative) the same way as in general 

classification task. 

Now calculate the percentage of positivity of a test sentence 

using this equation, 

Positivity= (Σ tfidf weight from positive data set) / (Σ tfidf 

weight from positive data set × Σ tfidf weight from negative 

data set) × 100 

……………………………………………...(5) 

Similarly, calculate the percentage of negativity of a test 

sentence using this equation, 

Negativity= (Σ tfidf weight from negative data set) / (Σ tfidf 

weight from positive data set × Σ tfidf weight from negative 

data set) ×100 

……………………………………………....(6) 

If total positivity is greater than total negativity of that 

sentence, it is assumed the sentence is positive. Otherwise, it 

can consider the sentence is negative. 

This research took 50 positive sentences and 50 negative 

sentences for testing purpose and through their training data. 

Then it‘s evaluate the precision, recall and accuracy. 

In a classification task, precision, recall and accuracy are 

explained using four terms - true positive, true negative, false 

positive and false negative. 

True Positive (tp) is defined as the number of sentences, 

from the test set, correctly labeled by the classifier as 

belonging to a particular class or label.  

True Negative (tn) is defined as the number of sentences, 

from the test set, correctly labeled by the classifier as not 

belonging to a particular class or label.  

False Positive (fp) is defined as the number of sentences, 

from the test set, incorrectly labeled by the classifier as 

belonging to a particular class or label. 

False Negative (fn) is defined as the number of sentences, 

from the test set, that are not labeled by the classifier as 

belonging to a particular class or label but should have been.  

Now define the evaluation metrics using these four terms as 

follows: 

Precision is the number of sentences in the test set that is 

correctly labeled by the classifier from the total tweets in the 

test set that are classified by the classifier for a particular 

class. That is, 

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛  𝑃 =
𝑡𝑝

𝑡𝑝+𝑓𝑝
 ……………………………………(7) 

Recall is the number of sentences in the test set that is 

correctly labeled by the classifier from the total tweets in the 

test set that are actually labeled for a particular class. That is, 

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙(𝑅) =
𝑡𝑝

𝑡𝑝+𝑓𝑛
 ………………………………………...(8) 
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Accuracy is the percentage of tweets in the test set that the 

classifier correctly labels. That is- 

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦(𝐴𝐶𝐶) =
𝑡𝑝+𝑡𝑛

𝑡𝑝+𝑡𝑛+𝑓𝑝+𝑓𝑛
× 100 

……………………(9) 

The experimental results are given below in ‗Table 7‘. This 

result is based on the total collection of document or corpus of 

different sentiment in Bangla language.

Table 7. Result representation using Confusion Matrix 

  Predicted Condition   

 Total Sentences (100) Predicted 

Condition positive 

Predicted 

Condition negative 

Prevalence= 
𝚺 𝐂𝐨𝐧𝐝𝐢𝐭𝐢𝐨𝐧 𝐩𝐨𝐬𝐢𝐭𝐢𝐯𝐞

𝚺 𝐓𝐨𝐭𝐚𝐥 𝐒𝐞𝐦𝐭𝐞𝐦𝐜𝐞𝐬
 

 

 

 

 

 

True 

Condition 

Condition Positive (50) True positive= 

43 

False negative= 

7 

True positive 

rate 

(TPR) 

=
𝚺 𝐓𝐫𝐮𝐞 𝐩𝐨𝐬𝐢𝐭𝐢𝐯𝐞

𝚺 𝐂𝐨𝐧𝐝𝐢𝐭𝐢𝐨𝐧 𝐩𝐨𝐬𝐢𝐭𝐢𝐯𝐞
 

= 0.86 

False negative 

rate 

(FNR) 

=
𝚺 𝐅𝐥𝐬𝐞 𝐧𝐞𝐠𝐚𝐭𝐢𝐯𝐞

𝚺 𝐂𝐨𝐧𝐝𝐢𝐭𝐢𝐨𝐧 𝐩𝐨𝐬𝐢𝐭𝐢𝐯𝐞
 

= 0.14 

Condition Negative (50) False positive= 

10 

True negative= 

40 

False positive 

rate 

(FPR) 

=
𝚺 𝐅𝐚𝐥𝐬𝐞 𝐩𝐨𝐬𝐢𝐭𝐢𝐯𝐞

𝚺 𝐂𝐨𝐧𝐝𝐢𝐭𝐢𝐨𝐧 𝐧𝐞𝐠𝐚𝐭𝐢𝐯𝐞
 

= 0.2 

True negative 

rate 

(TNR) 

=
𝚺 𝐓𝐫𝐮𝐞 𝐧𝐞𝐠𝐚𝐭𝐢𝐯𝐞

𝚺 𝐂𝐨𝐧𝐝𝐢𝐭𝐢𝐨𝐧 𝐧𝐞𝐠𝐚𝐭𝐢𝐯𝐞
 

= 0.8 

 Accuracy (ACC) 

=
𝚺 𝐓𝐫𝐮𝐞 𝐩𝐨𝐬𝐢𝐭𝐢𝐯𝐞+ 𝚺 𝐓𝐫𝐮𝐞 𝐧𝐞𝐠𝐚𝐭𝐢𝐯𝐞

𝚺 𝐓𝐨𝐭𝐚𝐥 𝐒𝐞𝐧𝐭𝐞𝐧𝐜𝐞𝐬
 ×

𝟏𝟎𝟎 

= 83% 

Positive predictive 

value (PPV), 

Precision 

=
𝚺 𝐓𝐫𝐮𝐞 𝐩𝐨𝐬𝐢𝐭𝐢𝐯𝐞

𝚺 𝐓𝐞𝐬𝐭 𝐨𝐮𝐭𝐜𝐨𝐦𝐞 𝐩𝐨𝐬𝐢𝐭𝐢𝐯𝐞
 

= 0.8113 

False omission rate 

(FOR) 

=
𝚺 𝐅𝐚𝐥𝐬𝐞 𝐧𝐞𝐠𝐚𝐭𝐢𝐯𝐞

𝚺 𝐓𝐞𝐬𝐭 𝐨𝐮𝐭𝐜𝐨𝐦𝐞 𝐧𝐞𝐠𝐚𝐭𝐢𝐯𝐞
 

= 0.1489 

Positive 

likelihood ratio 

(LR+) 

=
𝐓𝐏𝐑

𝐅𝐏𝐑
 

= 4.3 

 

 

Diagnostic odds 

ratio (DOR) 

=
𝐋𝐑+

𝐋𝐑−
 

= 24.57   False discovery 

rate (FDR) 

=
𝚺 𝐅𝐚𝐥𝐬𝐞 𝐩𝐨𝐬𝐢𝐭𝐢𝐯𝐞

𝚺 𝐓𝐞𝐬𝐭 𝐨𝐮𝐭𝐜𝐨𝐦𝐞 𝐩𝐨𝐬𝐢𝐭𝐢𝐯𝐞
 

= 0.1887 

Negative predictive 

value (NPV) 

=
𝚺 𝐓𝐫𝐮𝐞 𝐧𝐞𝐠𝐚𝐭𝐢𝐯𝐞

𝚺 𝐓𝐞𝐬𝐭 𝐨𝐮𝐭𝐜𝐨𝐦𝐞 𝐧𝐞𝐠𝐚𝐭𝐢𝐯𝐞
 

= 0.8511 

Negative 

likelihood ratio 

(LR−) 

=
𝐅𝐍𝐑

𝐓𝐍𝐑
 

= 0.175 

 

5. CONCLUSION 
On limitation of Supervised methods cannot always be used, 

because labelled corpora are not always available. Besides 

there are some noise in the data. Though this research is select 

a pure labelled data for their experiment. The system 

described in this paper proposes a method to recognize the 

sentiment or opinion and extract a unique feature to come out 

a better approach to understanding sentiment from Bangla text 

using. In future, the initial task is that it can evaluate this 

feature and implement a new method to utilize it and give 

them a better accuracy to understand the sentiment more 

precisely by using Bangla text.   
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